YOUR
ONE
SOLUTION
FOR

- BARS & RESTAURANTS
- BROADCAST RADIO
- BROADCAST TV
- CASINOS
- CINEMAS
- CONVENTION CENTERS
- CORPORATE
- CRUISE SHIPS
- ESPORTS
- GOVERNMENT
- HEALTHCARE
- HIGHER EDUCATION
- HOTELS
- HOUSES OF WORSHIP
- K-12/PRIMARY EDUCATION
- KARAOKE
- LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
- MUSEUMS
- NIGHTLIFE
- PERFORMING ARTS
- PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS
- RECORDING
- RETAIL DESTINATIONS
- STADIUMS & ARENAS
- THEMED ATTRACTIONS
- TRANSPORTATION
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG  MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX  VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Digital Signal Processors, Audio Control

power amplifiers

dbx  LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL  LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

LEXICON  AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin Stage Lighting Fixtures, Lighting Controllers, Atmospheric Effects, Architectural Lighting Fixtures, LED Video Display Systems

SOUNDcraft  MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

STUDER  MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
Themed attractions offer the ultimate in immersive entertainment, exciting visitors with vibrant sights and sounds that export them to new worlds. To provide this experience, the technology must work together seamlessly as a cohesive solution. From exciting thrill rides to performances and concerts to restaurants and gift shops, HARMAN has the right technology to make every visit unforgettable.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN THEMED ATTRACTION SPACES

Audio Processing and Distribution  Video Signal Distribution
Loudspeakers  Performance Lighting
Architectural Lighting  Control and Automation
Digital Signage  Centralized Management
DAZZLE YOUR GUESTS

Themed attractions around the world leverage HARMAN audio, video, lighting and control solutions to create the ideal immersive experience for their guests. These solutions can be integrated into virtually any part of a venue or attraction to produce a unique atmosphere that can be replicated day after day. Operators of themed attractions rely on HARMAN’s wide range of audiovisual products for customized, scalable systems that meet all of their needs.

EVENTS STAGE

Legendary Sound and Lighting
Music tours and other live events require the perfect technology solution to immerse attendees in all the sights and sounds. With HARMAN performance solutions, themed attraction operators can deliver high-impact entertainment using dynamic audio and impressive visuals.

EXTERIOR / RIDE FACADE

The Ultimate Statement
Building exteriors and ride façades make a lasting statement, permanently changing the city skyline and impacting guests throughout their visit. HARMAN architectural lighting and LED video solutions turn the outside of buildings and rides into works of art, creating a signature experience.

INDOOR / DARK RIDES

An Immersive Experience
Indoor and dark rides provide stunning visuals that add an extra level of excitement to a thrill ride or attraction. HARMAN’s innovative, custom visual designs can give a ride a new identity, while automated control solutions make it easier for staff to operate.

PERFORMING ARTS

The Total Performance Solution
The biggest theater performances in the world rely on HARMAN. With innovative solutions for every part of the audio signal chain from microphone to speaker and industry-leading performance lighting technology, HARMAN will create a memorable experience.
RETAIL
Attract and Engage
The perfect retail store solution draws a customer in and encourages them to learn more about available products. HARMAN architectural lighting, digital signage, and background audio technologies engage customers with innovation and style.

PUBLIC AREAS
Set the Mood
Public areas where guests walk is where the “theme” of a themed attraction is often established. HARMAN digital signage and video distribution informs and excites guests in these spaces while architectural lighting and background music sets the perfect mood.

RESTAURANTS
Dining to Remember
Park restaurants allows guests to enjoy food or drink without needing to leave the venue. HARMAN solutions craft the perfect experience that engages guests with background music, television, lighting, and more that can be easily themed to provide the perfect dining experience.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.

FOR MORE INFORMATION visit pro.harman.com